
K r i s  H a s k i n ,  B e t a  P i  
P r e s i d e n t ,   A l p h a  S i g m a  T a u  
F o u n d a t i o n  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s

Dear Sisters, 

Spring has a funny way 
of sneaking up on us. 
Suddenly, as if by magic, 
the hard ground softens, 
daffodils bloom, and 
spots of green emerge on 
the trees.  

For our collegiate Sisters, 
the season brings formal 
gowns, graduation 
ceremonies, and 
excitement for new 
opportunities. 
Meanwhile, our alumnae 
reconnect after a long 
winter (or perhaps for the 
first time in years!) at 
events like Night to Reunite 
or through a local chapter 
or association. 

For the Foundation, the 
fresh season means a 
chance to reflect 
on our past, present, 
and future. 

In this issue, we honor 
Sybil King, Psi, and the 
integral role she and her 
family played in helping us 
become the organization 
we are today. 

We also review our grants 
to the Sorority, and the 
impact Foundation-funded 
programs like Illuminate 
and Not Anymore are 
having on the lives of 
our Sisters. 

Lastly, we build the future 
by sharing information on 
planned giving and 
recurring contributions.   

Thank you for joining us in 
this season of opportunity. 

In Sisterhood, 
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Quarterly
The Foundation

Read on for stories and updates featuring the 
Foundation's impact on members and friends
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Sybil and Jerry King: An Alpha Sigma Tau Love Story
Spring marks the perfect time to highlight one of Alpha Sigma Tau’s most beloved couples, Lenore Seibel "Sybil" 
King and Thomas “Jerry” King Jr. Affectionately known as Sybil and Jerry, the Kings were loyal supporters of both 
the Sorority and Foundation throughout their 54 years of marriage. 

Sybil began her Alpha Sigma Tau journey in 1947 when she was initiated as a member of the Psi Chapter at 
James Madison University. Upon her graduation in 1950, she immediately began volunteering with the National 
Organization, and two years later, she wed Jerry.  

After more than twenty years and various roles of dedicated volunteer 
service to the Sorority, in 1972 Sybil accepted the title as 7th National 
President. She held the position through 1984 and visited every 
active chapter throughout her tenure. Before accepting the 
nomination, it is said that Sybil and Jerry discussed the effects 
such a position would have on their family. It was only with the 
encouragement from all members of her family, including her 
and Jerry’s five children, that she accepted the honor.   

“It is probably because of Jerry that Lenore has 
remained as active – for he has always supported 

and encouraged her to be involved.” 

Sybil’s dedication to the organization extended far past the 
completion of her term as National President. She continued to 
serve as Headquarters Administrator and established the Sorority’s 
operations in Birmingham, Alabama. She was also critical in the establishment 
of the Alpha Sigma Tau National Foundation, where she served first as 
Vice President (1983-1998) and then as President (1998-2005) before her passing in February 2006. 

Today, Sybil and Jerry’s Alpha Sigma Tau legacies live on through the hearts of Sisters whose lives they touched, 
as well as through the Lenore Seibel King Scholarship (General) and the Thomas J. King Jr. Scholarship for 
Engineering. They are also recognized through the Sybil and Jerry King Society for Cumulative Giving. Their family 
remains loyal supporters of the Foundation. 

Jerry was always known as a strong supporter of Alpha Sigma Tau and his wife's service 
to the organization. Whether on a ladder to replace a light bulb at the Birmingham 

office, encouraging Sybil’s continued involvement, or making a financial contribution to 
the Foundation, he made countless sacrifices for the benefit of the National 

Organization until his passing in July 2006, just five months after the loss of Sybil. 
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Foundation Board Approves Continued Support for Sorority Educational and 
Leadership Development Programs 
During their February meeting, the Foundation Board of Directors 
voted unanimously to approve the Sorority's request for 
continued grant funding of three member education and 
leadership development programs. 

The decision ensures delivery to our collegiate members of 
GreekLifeEdu through 2020, Not Anymore through 2019, and 
Illuminate for an additional year.   

GreekLifeEdu, which was launched in 2012, is offered to all new 
members and is designed to challenge students' beliefs about 
alcohol, hazing, and sexual assault while empowering them to 
make positive and healthy choices. 

In the 2015-2016 academic year, 1,583 new members participated 
in the GreekLifeEdu course. Upon completion, 90% said the 
program helped them make responsible decisions about engaging in sexual activity, and 88% said it prepared 
them to prevent an alcohol overdose.  

"The mission of the Foundation is to fund initiatives 
that impact the lives of members of Alpha Sigma Tau. 

We are proud to continue to support programs like 
these that are positively impacting the educational 

and leadership development of our collegiate Sisters." 
 

- Kris Haskin, Beta Pi, Foundation President 

In the fall of 2015, Alpha Sigma Tau became one of the 
leading NPC groups to offer programming addressing 
sexual assault and relationship violence through its 
participation in Not Anymore. Using honest and 
compelling video tutorials to educate members and 
volunteers about consent, sexual assault, bystander 
intervention, and healthy relationships, Not Anymore 
is peer-driven, relatable, and relevant.  

Illuminate is Alpha Sigma Tau's four-year member 
development program. Designed to offer personal  
and professional growth for young women, Illuminate 
features structured, yet fun, interactive sessions run 
 by peers in participants' own collegiate chapters.  

With the recent grant approval, Illuminate will reach 
and impact even more collegiate chapters in the 
2017-2018 academic year. 

Member education like Not Anymore and 
GreekLifeEdu, and leadership development programs 
like Illuminate, have become benchmarks of the 
modern sorority experience. We are proud to   
continue to support these important programs, and 
your commitment to the Foundation helps ensure         
that support for years to come.  

After its first year of implementation, members reported a 21% increase in knowledge upon completion. In the 
fall 2016 semester, 1,448 members participated in Not Anymore.  

"Illuminate was mind-blowing. We thought it would 
be just another lecture, but it was exactly the 

opposite. Each Sister brought her own personal 
experiences and we learned and grew together. 

Every Sister in my chapter was excited about what 
she learned." 

 
- Jennifer Fedenisn, Epsilon Zeta 

“The simple truth is that sexual assault has been an 
issue on campuses for a long time. The time has come 

that as women, we do something about keeping 
ourselves – and our Sisters and friends – safe.” 

– Tiffany K. Street, Delta Mu, National President 
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Family. Friends... Your Sisters? 
How Will You Build Your Legacy? 
Planned giving, or making the decision today to 
contribute to a charitable organization in the 
future, sometimes in an individual's will, is an area 
of philanthropy that often leaves supporters 
scratching their heads. 

Many perceive planned giving as something that is 
only for the incredibly wealthy. In actuality, it is one 
of the easiest ways for the average individual or 
family to leave a lasting philanthropic impact. 

“I have included the Alpha Sigma Tau 
Foundation in my planned giving for many 

reasons, but the most important is that I know 
my gift will create impact beyond my lifetime. 
Plus, the financial benefits of this are mutual 

for the Foundation and my estate. I am happy to 
know that my planned giving can be a support 

for the women of Alpha Sigma Tau for 
generations to come." 

- Sarah Hinshaw, Delta Nu 

When it comes to planned giving, it is only right 
that your family and friends come first. However, 
many people also like to find a place for 
organizations and causes close to their heart like 
the Alpha Sigma Tau Foundation.  No matter what 
stage of life you're in, there's a gift planning option 
that will work for you.  

Planned giving may offer immediate tax benefits 
and is at the core of lasting philanthropy and our 
goal of empowering women and growing the 
future.  

"Since its establishment, I have supported the 
Foundation with both my heart and check book. 

The Foundation provides educational 
programming and scholarships to women when 
the cost of higher education keeps increasing, 

and I am proud to designate continued financial 
support when it is my time to leave this earth." 

- Patricia Nayle, Phi, Past National President 
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Special Thanks to Our Active Recurring Donors
Having a consistent donation base each month helps the Foundation plan and operate more efficiently and helps 
us give you, our generous supporters, the best return on your investment. Special thanks to the following 
individuals, who are active recurring donors to the Foundation: 

Mary Askins, Alpha Lambda 
Alice Ball, Epsilon Gamma 
Carol Baril, Beta Zeta 
Joanna Barrett, Epsilon Epsilon 
Rebecca J. Bathon, Beta Pi 
Sally Brancheau Belknap, Alpha 
Angie Bong 
Tamara Stegehuis Bonifield, Beta Xi 
Emily Boockoff, Epsilon Sigma 
Cayte Merryman Brown, Psi 
Erika McManus Bukva, Delta Rho 
Desiree Caro*, Gamma Upsilon
Jennifer Cohen, Gamma Rho 
Jennifer Cornelius, Beta Eta 
Christina Covington, Alpha Lambda 
Amanda Davis, Delta Upsilon 
Lindsay McDowall Davis, Gamma Mu 
Sarah DiDavide, Delta Delta 
Lettie Cottrell Dreyer, Delta Delta 
Kristina Moron Eaton, Gamma Delta 
Allie Ellis, Gamma Gamma 
Meilyng Gonzalez-Adams,                       
Gamma Theta 

Anne Curran Gruber, Alpha 
Kris Haskin, Beta Pi 
Kirsten Heck, Gamma Pi 
Sarah Hinshaw, Delta Nu 
Angela Holeczy, Gamma Theta 
Ronica Jackson, Epsilon Beta 
Cory Jurentkuff, Psi 
Jenni Kemmery, Delta 
Karen Laursen Kessler, Beta Xi 
Emily Hamsher Kindred, Beta Delta 
Canda Kroger, Rho 
Jennie Wysocki Kuhns, Gamma Rho 
Jenna Lewis, Gamma Gamma 
Megan MacFeat, Beta Mu 
Michelle Zewe Markley, Alpha Tau 
Andrea Rogers Mersiovsky, Rho 
Alli Miller, Phi 
Jamie Jones Miller, Psi 
Beverly Molnar, Delta 
Carol Mooney, Alpha Lambda 
Meredith Rambo Murray, Gamma Pi 
Ben Nemenoff 
Kelli O’Brien, Delta Eta 

Melinda H. Oates, Gamma Gamma 
Christina Alexandria Oates, 
Gamma Gamma 
James R. Paponetti 
Sara Wilson Perez, Beta Delta 
Rachel Presskreischer, Delta Phi 
Debi McCain Pyszka, Alpha Nu 
Debbie Ray, Alpha 
Emma Bunnell Rice, Phi 
Samantha Rill, Delta Delta 
Jamie L. Rossi, Gamma Theta 
Briana Simko, Beta Delta 
Ashley Smith, Psi 
Leah Smith, Beta Delta 
Justina Solties, Gamma Theta 
Joell Sperry, Gamma Theta 
Kimberly Topel, Gamma Rho 
Diane Marie Wehby, Gamma Xi 
Kate Wehby, Gamma Xi 
Bethany Nicole Yost, Beta Delta 
Jessica Leigh Zabriskie 

To become a recurring monthly donor visit alphasigmatau.org/foundation/give-now

*Collegian

Foundation Directory 
Foundation Staff: 
Jim Paponetti, CAE, Executive Director 
executivedirector@alphasigmatau.org 

Emily Hamsher Kindred, Director of Development 
ekindred@alphasigmatau.org, ext. 7566 

Board of Directors: 
Kris Haskin, Beta Pi, President 
Jamie Jones Miller, Psi, Vice President 
Rita Bertolino, Phi, Secretary/Treasurer

Contact Us: 
Alpha Sigma Tau Foundation 
3334 Founders Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Phone: 317-613-7575 
Email: foundation@alphasigmatau.org 
Web: www.alphasigmatau.org/foundation 


